Aim
Identify
- important science gaps for EBM implementation
- available data/methods/approaches etc to ﬁll these gaps
- concrete actions (who needs to do what?)

Voting stickers
(one per participant)

Tips
The main menu to access the
functionalities should be to your left. An
additional menu will pop-up when selecting
an item from the main menu.
Press "space" or click on the board to
move it around
To zoom, either use the scrolling wheel of
your mouse, press the "+" or "-" keys, or use
the navigation menu.
The navigation menu should be to your
bottom right. There, you can adjust the
zoom, jump to a speciﬁc section etc.
To select multiple elements, press "shift".
To group elements, select multiple items,
then "group objects" in the pop-up menu
Cancel your last move? You can undo your
actions with "Ctrl"+"Z" or using the arrows
at the top of the window.

In particular
- methods to apply Precautionary Principle
- new types of data

Science station

Plan for the session
Introduction
Group discussion 1 (20 min)
Joint discussion
Group discussion 2 (20 min)
Joint discussion & summary

What is lacking in practice in diﬀerent processes (e.g. in
target setting, ecosystem assessment, practical
implementation) to implement the precautionary principle?
What can science contribute? Which action(s) ?

How can we better access and use new types of data
required for EBM, i.e. managing human activities? Which
types of data and analyses are currently missing, in which
processes? What can science contribute? Which action(s)?

Precautionary principle

1. Science gap
2. Science to ﬁll gap
3. Required action

The need to deﬁne
priorities on a diﬀerent
scales. Problem with
assessing the beneﬁts
from actions related to
EBM

science has to be
understandable; know
its role, but perhaps be
braver? This leads to
science-policy (makers
and others) interaction

risk assessment and tradeoﬀs of Science advice
starting small scale pilots
on new activities together
with scientists and
entrepeneurs

In which process is
more/new science
needed?
Scientists shall advice
policy makers, pointing out
alternatives and
consequences/impacts

Risk assessment in a
holistic perspective risk of action/non
action on other
areas than the
current problem

From HELCOM science agenda
- Evaluation of in what way and how far the EA, i.e. the
management of human activities in the Baltic Sea
Region, has been implemented;
- Establishing rules of procedure and approaches for
implementation of the precautionary principle in the
EA, ensuring compatibility with other assessments;
- Investigate how the provisions of the Paris
Agreement, as response to the threat of climate
change, can be incorporated into the EA concept for
the Baltic Sea;
- Evaluation of approaches, measures and
instruments to improve the state of the Baltic Sea
towards good environmental status through
application of the EA;
- Develop and improve Decision Support Tools that
can perform qualitative and quantitative analysis
to support implementation of the EA to management
of human activities.

clarify the
ralationship of
EBA to the
principle of
sustainable
development

P indicator for
agricultural soils
with good relation
to P-PO4 content
in ground and
surface waters

Q2 New/better
indicators leaching of P
from soil to the
environment. And
decision support tool
where future problems
may occur.

Q2: Science to ﬁll
gap: Scientiﬁc
evaluations of the
policies (and
implementation of
existing policies) in
relation to the EBM
-remission/remobiliz
e of contaminants
(persist of organic
contaminants,
Mercury and heavy
metals) from
sediments

Precautionary principle

Group B - recap card
- Risk assessment of lack of
action
- Need to deﬁne priorities on
diﬀerent scales, may diﬀer
between local areas
- Need holistic understanding of
marine ecosystems

Group A - recap card
Scenarios for a more holistic risk
assessment
Impact assessment (economy social) of
BSAP actions

science on
governance; why
are important and
progressive
objectives not
reached?

Science-practice collaboration
needs to be improved!
(collaboration among
researchers and implemeneters e.g., municipalities, state
authorities). Each side needs
better understanding of the
other side...

Science- policy interaction needs to be improved. Bridge
between policymakers and scientists.
How to do that?
1. Create clusters, cooperation groups, city working groups.
Financing of these groups is important.. Identify key stakeholders
and create a task force, get a committment.
2. Get other groups involved: private sector, industry, NGO,
general public.
3. Set a common goal. Work towards it.

-understanding
spatial and
temporal
variation of
ecosystem
functioning,
to encourage the
use of best
available data,
because data will
always be not
enough

legally
binding
data

Linking of diﬀerent moduls
concerning
atmosphere
soil
water

Data accessibility to
inform policy decisions,
including data
updates/corrections

Need for a reliable,
time-bound,
comprehensive, big &
open urban
environment data on a
local (municipal) level

integrating social
and economic
knowledge with
environmental
status
Q2 a lack of precision, or
accuracy does not prevent
science informing direction
and eﬀectiveness of
management

Additional data

By mgnt: long term
ecosystem/cross-sectoral
management plans
including scenarios based
on scientiﬁc advice

Funding for
stakeholders to
participate in
sceince - policy
interaction.

Involving citizens in
science and
ensuring that the
data can be used to
inform policy and
compatible with
monitoring needs

Harmonization
of planning
systems

Budget for
communication
is needed

Break it down
to a level every
stakeholder
understands

create a platform
for systematic
monitoring
(diﬀerent species,
environmental
parameters)

Q2 Development of eDNA based
approaches,
more “budget friendly” monitoring to
allow better coverage,
how to best execute monitoring (location
of monitoring stations etc)
improve stakeholders communication,
co-creation
Concrete measures how to
improve/restore state of the ecosystems

collection of data on
migratory routes and
aggregation areas of
(diverse, protected)
species to establish
and maintain marine
protected areas

Modelling needs data!!!

New
strategies to
support restoration
of collapsed and
unstable
(components
of)
marine ecosystems.

Citizen awarenessrising, life long
education on
environmental health,
change of behaviour

Other science gaps

Group B - recap card
Science-policy-society integration
needs to be improved
Communicaton across these
groups is key to productive
science

Group A - recap card
Integration of science and other actors:
Creating forums
Training
Citizen science

Group A - recap card
Bring in social scientists

Inviting social
science
data
and disciplines
to join HELCOM/WG.
monitoring:
Nature/environmental
accessability,
knowledge is not suﬃcient to
enough, long time
achieve the targets as measures
series.
are implemented
by people. We
Data ﬂows peoples
need to understand
mind and potential for behavior
change.

therefore:
training of
citizens?

Scientiﬁc
training for
Creating policy makers
forums forand business
science/policy/executives
sector
exchange

Ensuring data
compatibility
between sources
(EIA, monitoring
programmes)

Focus science on
economical and
social impacts of
environmental
degradaton, and all
eﬀects of relavant
actors

Create a plattform
for science-policy
interface where
key output is
collected

Implement incentives
to obtain better
knowledge, and in the
interim apply rule of
thumb in management
// Managers, decisionmakers

Scientists could
develop scenarios on
speciﬁc policy
questions that would
guide better EBM

Cooperation of
science and
policy design
beyond
funding

A prerequisite for
the funding is an
interdisciplinary
approach and
involvement of SH in
co-designing the
project

enough funding for
communications
in projects, but the
scientist need to be
involved so not to
loose the complexity

engading industry in
data collection and
knowledge

Citizen science
data - diﬃcult to
evaluate for
robustnes

Making Russian and EU member
states monitoring systems and
indicators more compatible. Some
data cannot be compared (like
sediment mercury or nondlPCBs)

Lobby for
research results
requires
adequate
communication

Courses
during
undergraduate
or graduate
studies

resources - people
- who connect
science and
managers/admini
strators

compulsory training
for scientist in
science
communication and
in how policy work

To be more speciﬁc: Apply
for EU COST actions for
networking and exchange
and include travel budget
for stakeholders already in
porject proposals

We need an
understanding of
pros and cons of
EBM in diﬀerent
aspects/ local
themes

we already know a huge amount
about the Baltic, and we will never
have perfect knowledge, asking for
more knowldege should not be an
excuse for inaction

Q2 more knowledge/not
necessarily data on
socio/economic/cultural
aspects of EBM

Academia must
reward dialogue,
cooperation etc.
This must be part of
your career. funding
and time is needed.

Lack of regional
comparability of
monitoring
programs/indica
tors

modeling
implementation
as as DST

Deﬁnition of "good status" or good enough status
given that we also want to
have agriculture, ﬁshing,
shipping etc. Usually not
sharp thresholds.

The need for longterm time-series is
growing, for
instance
zooplankton, would
we notice if they
collapse?

Lack of data on ﬁsh
migration routes in rivers/
catchement area (we don't
know how to manage
salmon). Importance of
migration routes for ﬁsh
production

Group
C

For sticky notes, press "N" or add them to the board
from the main menu to your left.
When adding content to a sticky note, the text will
automatically shrink as you type along. You do not
need to increase the size of your note.
Clicking on a sticky note will make its own menu
pop-up. You can change the note's properties such
as colour there.

Improvement of ecosystem
modelling

What is "good
enough status"?
Where to draw
the limit between
good and bad.

relevant reliable
data need and
tools
-major gap in managing
ﬁsheries in open sea areas
in comparison to coastal
seas. Lack of strategies how
to execute ecosystem-level
management, holistic
approach needed that does
not focus on single species.

How science is produced is
key to EBM, one directional
communication blocks
progress, a true dialogue/coproduction is needed

Taking climate
change into
account in
management
systems

Scenarios - pathways to
target
- SSP for cross-sectoral
evaluation
e.g. make this part of
HOLAS III (1 or 2 speciﬁc
questions for
management/targets)

Holistic understanding of
marine ecosystem
·
Cascade eﬀects of multiple
pressures on the ecosystem
·
Ecological theories/concept
need to be considered in
combination, and models cannot
always be 100%
·
Genetic understanding of
ﬁsh popuations

Group
B

Collaborations
citizen
through joint
Action recommendations
project?
science

Other science gaps

More cooperation on data
sharing including
HELCOM, ICES
and national
agencies

Group
A

(1) other important science gaps that are urgent to address
and (2) other already available knowledge, data and tools
that could be used for EBM.

Additional data

best available science, informing risk for
adaptive management- decisions.
strategy based on steps with dynamic
targets
Q2: Science to ﬁll the gap: conducting
appropriate risk assessment of lack of
action (ie. lack of EBM implementation)

·

Sticky notes:
use your group colour

Science could be
ranked with
communications
in mind

Involve stakeholders from
the start in the process to
enable a better
communications between
policy and practice and
science, That requires
funding for SH involvment

Focus on the
knowledge we
have, not the
knowledge we
don't have

to include
multi-species
modelling in
ICES Advice
reports

Collect evidence
of ﬁnancial
consequences of
political ignorance
to scientiﬁc
recommendations

-decomposition/corrosi
on rates of dumped
ammunition.
Is the decomposition
in balance with
leakage?

-MSP
strategies
on regional
scale

We know
enough
to act
how do we assess
risk with
qualitative
information &
knowledge base?

Research should
gain impetus for
the evaluation
of management
measures.

management
actions to remove
ammunitions or
exclude oﬀshore
activities if there
is leakage

Action recommendations

Science to review ﬁnancing and
investment critieria of
national/regional investments
and outline recommendations
steering towards EBM of sectors,
ie review of economic steering
mechanisms to make sure they
consistenly line up to long-term
regional goals

Fundamental
research is
important - yet
mainly applied to
management
context it leads to
action
Social science is important:
conduct studies on inertia,
blockages in management,
implementation. Law,
political science,
economics.

Type something
Get more involvement of
people with policy
experience/expertise
involved in identiﬁcation of
research topics, design of
projects //Academic
instituions and funders.

Involve more
scientiﬁc ﬁelds to
work on EBM not
only natural
sciences. Starting
with social sciences.

Long-term research
projects involving sectoral,
environmental, social, and
economic studies. Looking
at the same thing from
diﬀerent perspectives at
one project.

Funding to secure longterm monitoring data
from the Baltic Sea
region; data open to all
countries; identical
measurement methods

Rewarding:
research institutes should take
into account the involvement of
researchers in
policy/management (e.g.
HELCOM Commission) for the
distribution of ﬁnancial
resources (i.e. in an analogous
way to what is done for articles
published and projects funded)

Recommendation to funding agencies:
Ensure appropriate funding for
communication & knowledge coproduction in funding decisions (in order
to provide incentives for this). Also
funding interdiciplinary research,
involving social science.
Recommendation to managers and
policy makers: To create better incentives
for

